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HARGRAVE PARISH COUNCIL  
 

DISCIPLINARY AND DISMISSAL PROCEDURE 
 

This policy sets out the formal internal process for matters relating to 

Disciplinary and Dismissal Procedures. 

 

It is the intention of the Council that a full internal and if possible, a conciliation 

process, will take place to reconcile issues. 

 

The Council recognises that the employee has certain rights, namely, 

 

▪ That there must be a clear reason for dismissal related to the employees 
conduct. 

 

▪ That the Council must act reasonably and fairly in treating this as a 
sufficient reason to dismiss the employee. 

 

▪ That no employee shall be victimised as a result of acting as a 
representative of the person before the disciplinary hearing. 

 

▪ The Council will postpone the hearing for up to five working days after 
the hearing was called for if the chosen representative is not available. 

 

▪ The representative may ask questions of the hearing panel and speak 
on behalf of the employee brought before the panel, but may not answer 
questions put to the employee. 

 

The Council will observe the following framework for all disciplinary and 

dismissal proceedings. 

 

▪ The employee must be fully informed of the matter in writing that is 
considered to warrant a disciplinary hearing. 

 

▪ The matter must be investigated fully and thoroughly by an unbiased 
investigator competent in such work, whose report must be sent to both 
parties in the matter for consideration before further proceedings. 
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▪ The employee must be given reasonable time to prepare a defence (5-7 
days) 

 

▪ The precise allegations should be read out at the start of the hearing 
 

▪ The employee must be given adequate time to answer the allegations. 
 

▪ The employees’ representation should be in possession of all the 
documentation that has been given to the employee. 

 

▪ The employee (or representative) should be allowed to challenge any 
matters that will be used by the Council to make their decision. 

 

▪ The panel hearing the matter must keep an open mind and not prejudge 
the matter. 

 

▪ There must be the opportunity for the employee to appeal any decision 
to a non-involved third party. 

 

▪ Wherever possible the panel hearing the matter should have a gender 
and racial balance of members. 

 

▪ If as a result of disciplinary hearing an employee decides to bring a 
grievance about the conduct of the person handling the disciplinary 
matter, they are entitled to do so. 

 

DISCIPLINARY HEARING AND APPEALS PANELS 
 

To ensure fairness the Council will form a separate Grievance and Discipline 

Panel and an Appeals Panel. Members of the Appeals Panel should not be 

contaminated by being part of the proceedings of the Grievance and Discipline 

Panel. As far as reasonably practical, the Appeals Panel should be represented 

by a more senior councillor than attended the first meeting. 

 

As the total membership of the council is seven, the Council may consider 

inviting an independent member from a neighbouring local council to sit on the 

panel to ensure a fair and reasonable decision is made. 

 

STATUTORY DISMISSAL AND DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES 
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The Standard Dismissal and Disciplinary Procedure will normally apply where 

the Council wishes to dismiss an employee (on grounds of capability, conduct, 

redundancy, expiry of fixed term contract or retirement); or take other action 

against him/her on grounds of conduct or capability as required by the 

Employment Act 2002 – Dispute Resolution Regulations 2004. 

 

Step 1. Statement of grounds for action and invitation to meeting. 

 

The Council must set out in writing the employee’s alleged conduct, 
characteristics or other circumstances, which have led them to contemplate 
disciplinary action or dismissal. 
 

The Council must send the statement or a copy of it to the employees and invite 

the employee to a meeting to discuss the matter/s. 

 

Step 2. The meeting 
 

The meeting must be held before any action is taken by the employer, unless 
the disciplinary action consists of suspension. 
 

The meeting must not take place unless: 

 

a) The Council has informed the employee of the grounds for the 
allegations as set out in the statement under step 1; and  

b) The employee has been given a reasonable opportunity to consider their 
response to that information. 

 

The employee must take all reasonable steps to attend the meeting. 

 

After the meeting, the Council must inform the employee of their decision and 

notify the employee of the right to appeal against the decision if he or she is not 

satisfied. 

 

Step 3.  Appeal 
 

If the employee wishes to appeal, they must inform the Council.  
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If the employee informs the Council of their wish to appeal, the Council must 

invite the employee to attend a further meeting. 

 

The employee must take all reasonable steps to attend the meeting. 

 

After the appeal meeting the Council must inform the employee of their final 

decision. 

 

MODIFIED DISMISSAL AND DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURES 
 

A modified procedure is available for use in cases of instant, or near instant, 

summary dismissal as a result of extreme cases of gross misconduct, such as 

violence or serious criminal offences that require an urgent response. 

 

Step 1.  

 

The Council will inform the ex-employee in writing details of the alleged 
misconduct that has led to his/her dismissal. What evidence there was for the 
decision to dismiss, and the right of appeal against the decision. 
 
Step 2.  
 
If the ex-employee wishes to exercise his/her right of appeal then a meeting 
must be convened. The final decision must then be given and confirmed in 
writing. 
 

PAPERWORK 
 
It is a requirement that all paperwork associated with the matter of a Disciplinary 
or Grievance hearing is kept under the confidential information classes of both 
the Data Protection Act 1998 and the Freedom of Information Act 2000. 
 
Neither the public nor other members of the Council without a specific need to 
know have access to the information. 
 
A copy of the record of the proceedings and the results must be given to the 
employee. 
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EXEMPTIONS TO THE STATUTORY PROCEDURE FOR DISMISSAL 
 

The statutory procedure shown above will not apply in the following situations. 

 

1. Where the dismissal is in circumstances i.e. loss of a qualification to 
continue the job e.g. loss of a licence. 

2. Where the Council ceases to exist abruptly 
3. Long term illness. 

 

GROSS MISCONDUCT 
 

This will be a substantial matter and is usually clearly recognised as such i.e. 

theft, deliberate harm to or misuse of/to council property, causing harm to a 

fellow employee. 

 

After a proper preliminary investigation, an employee will be immediately 

suspended on full pay. 

 

A Disciplinary hearing will be convened in the normal manner to consider the 

matter. 

 

If an employee is found guilty in a criminal court of an offence the normal 

disciplinary procedure applies unless a prison sentence is imposed. 

 

 

 

 


